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2.

PROJECT SUMMARY AND SITE INFORMATION
2.1.1.

Overview of need for a Hybrid solution

In the light of the current Eskom crisis it has become essential to be able to have an off grid or
backup portion.
Traditionally you were limited to either have a grid tied machine (that exports power generated to
the grid) or an off grid machine, that works from batteries.
Each system had its own inherent “flaws” or shortcomings.
2.1.2.

The Grid tied Inverter

For the grid tied machine it’s the anti-islanding feature:
Anti-Islanding regulations require that these inverters switch
off automatically once there is a grid outage to protect
line workers etc.
Grid tied Inverters generally only has one AC output –
which is connected directly to the grid.
So once the grid goes down, you have a roof full of panels,
potential for energy, but no power going through to your
loads.
2.1.3.

Off grid portion or UPS

Traditionally you had the option of splitting your DB to have
an “essential loads” portion;
This can then either be run from a generator, a dedicated off grid solar setup or a UPS system.
Which basically comes down to having 2 separate inverters (the grid tied inverter and then the off
grid portion inverter)
Inefficiencies and “oversizing” factors associated with off grid designs come into play.
2.1.4.

Hybrid Inverters

This has created the need to bring an all-in-one solution.
A grid tied machine – which can export, with 2 AC outputs – AC OUT 1 for exports and AC OUT 2 for
essential loads (which will still receive power if there is a grid failure and the inverter anti islanding
closes AC OUT 1.
2 machines in 1 unit.
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2.1.5.

Overview of test Site

The Test site is a residential home of 320sqr meters;
situated at 28 Hertzog street Hartbeespoort, North West Province, South Africa.

The average monthly consumption for the house is 850kWh
A typical daily Load profile for the whole house is as follows:

2.1.6.

Electrical Connection

Down to the fun part…
This round we split the Main DB board into 3(three) sections.
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plus we added a change-over switch… note the Owl energy monitor also installed bottom right.

Before and After connection
The only breakers directly supplied power by the municipal Grid is the Stove and Geyser
(Ref top rail);
We added a geyser timer and connected the owl energy monitor.
All lights were permanently connected to the solar portion – so you will never be in the dark.
The rest of the breakers are wired through a changeover switch and can be powered by mains or
the solar system at own discretion…
The reason for this:
Although the inverter can easily handle the rest of the loads; this piece of equipment really
impressed us on a multitude of levels and we wanted to give it the maximum possible life
expectancy.
A typical hybrid machine will be working 24/7 and has a typical warrantee of 5 years.
By making the AC out load a mere 3%, the inverter doesn’t have to carry a huge load during
evenings and last longer overall.
By the flick of a switch, during load shedding, or if on holiday, the full 3kW can be harnessed - which
easily covered our normal appliances.
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2.1.7.

Average Sun Hours per day and production figures

The Property is situated on the southern side of the Magalies mountain range; there are no major
obstructions caused by trees or adjacent buildings.
PV modules start getting full sun from 08:20 till 16:00 in winter months.
Summer months the PV modules get full sun from 07:00 till 17:00

Aerial Google shot of property – with NE facing roof space
Fact and theory came together nicely with a brilliant software monitoring interface

Note the daily production figures confirming PVGIS estimations – rarely going under 10kWh/day.
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2.1.8.

PVGIS estimates

As per PVGIS estimates a yearly average of 6.61 full sun hours at an average production of 10.3kWh
per day can be expected – based on the 10 x 240w solar panels.
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3.

SOLAR TECHNOLOGIES TESTED

The reason for a proper hybrid machine:
You get the maximum out of your solar panels – because what you don’t use, gets exported.
In a off grid machine once your batteries goes to float cycle, you waste all that potential energy the
panels can still supply – energy that can now be harnassed.
Plus your batteries are merely there for standby – in case of loadshedding – again giving you maximum
service life from expensive batteries( that now don’t have to go through excessive cycles – compared
to an off grid setup)
3.1.1.

Solar panels

10 x Hyundai HiS M240MG
The Infinisolar 3kW inverter requires a VOC of 360 – 500 VDC to work optimally.
Based on the load profile, required production and VOC required we opted for 10 x 240w panels
connected in series, with a total VOC of 377VDC – which will be ample to test the 3kw inverter.
We’ve successfully tested the inverter with up to 14 panels in series.
NOTE: during autonomous (cloudy or rainy) days the operating voltage of the system dropped
underneath the recommended 280VDC (note 216VDC on left hand side of picture below)

Inverter display note 216 VOC during rainy day
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3.1.2.

Batteries

The New Electrilabs PVC Gel Solar batteries100AH 12V
According to the proposed load profile it was calculated that an average of 5.79kWh will be needed
from 17:00 till 07:00.
Battery bank was sized according to a 25-30%DOD (depth of discharge) this will assure good service life
from the batteries and there will be extra power available for autonomous (cloudy) days
For this reason 16 x 100AH Solar gel AGM batteries were used.
Notes: extremely inovative battery design – the terminals are arranged in such a way that minimal
wiring is required – ref picture of connected bank

NOTE: these 16 batteries were opted for in case of a huge mishap with Eskom and the system has to
power the house independently for weeks or months at a time.
Hopefully it never comes to that;
but if you only wanted to ride out the next load shedding episode –
8 batteries should be more than ample.
Which cuts the battery bank cost in half – as opposed to gearing for a full off grid scenario.
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2 x 60A DC breakers were used for isolation of the battery bank and solar panels during installation
a 16 piece battery case was used to make the installation look neat and double as an extra worktop
surface
Display and operating interface of inverter:
Information was clearly visible and easy to navigate
Display clockwise:
Time display (14:18)
Inverter percentage being used (3% of 3kW)
There is a diagram showing panels,
batteries and flow of energy.
Bottom right the total daily production in kWh(10.234)
Bottom left battery charging current (0.4Amp)

(

Battery state of charge(100% full)
PV power (1.39kW)
Grid voltage (240VAC)
-Note arrows, depicting flow of energy,
PV is supplying energy to loads, batteries and utility;
showing inverter is currently exporting-
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3.1.3.

Inverter
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4.

ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES POWERED FROM THE SOLAR

The following electrical equipment was powered by the solar:

5.



1 x fridge/freezer unit



1 x tumble drier



1 x LG 9kg top loader washing machine



1 x 1400w Microwave



Toaster and other usual kitchen appliances



1 x 1400w pool pump (3hrs/day in summer)



Full entertainment system



1 x desktop computer



1 x laptop



All lights



Relative ceiling fans and standing fan

GENERAL FEEDBACK OF TECKNOLOGIES TESTED
5.1.1.

Solar Panels

We absolutely love the Hyundai panels; they are brilliant quality and with a module efficiency of 14.8%
they are almost as efficient as a tier 1 mono panel.
They are slightly more pricy than other tier 1 modules, however this shows in quality.
We had hail the size of caramel popcorn clusters the one day without any damage.
5.1.2.

Batteries

Firstly impressed with the innovative battery design, thus using less cable plus we managed to fit 16
batteries into a standard 14 piece battery bank cabinet.
What makes these batteries unique are the fact that they are designed especially for solar applications
and the typical daily charge cycle of an off grid solar system.
Far superior to your typical deep cycle and backup ups batteries.
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Innovative terminal placing

batteries at 100%

Note 966kWh total production since commissioning of system.
5.1.3.

Inverter

We’ve been in the forefront of experimenting and trying new hybrid (on and off grid) machines
In RSA – because it is such a universal problem with Eskom and in municipal areas;
So our scepticism with this small and very economically priced machine really was put at bay.
This machine was easy to install (for a hybrid), very user friendly operation and brilliant flexibility in
configuration and fine-tuning capability.
Generally very surprised to think this machine outperformed 3 other brands at a fraction of the price!
We’re pretty sure it won’t give the same life expectancy as the premium priced brands none the less,
you can buy 2 and keep a spare at that price!
Would recommend a minimum of 10 panels to start with and can stack up to 14 in series
– To assure an efficient MPPT range VOC
Overall a very clean and user friendly design;
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The inverter comes with operation software so generation and overall performance of the inverter can
be monitored it really is an impressive machine for this price range

Inverter display is informative and easy to negotiate; you know exactly what is happening and how
your system is performing.
Overall we are very satisfied with this system and we can gladly recommend it to anyone requiring a
small Hybrid system.
5.1.4.

Potential Negatives

No major problems to be reported, however there are some points to look at:


The internal fan and dust,
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The internal fan rarely switches off and dust may be a future concern.
The inverter will have to be switched off completely and blown out at least every 5 – 6 months

Dust on fan cover and outlets


RS232 port placing
Not well placed, if you wanted to connect your system to a wireless network, will have to be
done via the USB connection next to it.



Weight
The inverter is definitely lighter than other premium brand machines, which comes down to
robustness of components. So you might not get the same service life out of this machine in
comparison to a premium brand machine – none the less, the price makes it unbeatable value
for money.



Limit on scalability and plant size
The VOC sweet spot for the 3kw Infinisolar will require a minimum start-up of 10 x 240w panels.
This can be upgraded to 14 x 240w panels with an end delivery of around 17kWh (units) per day.
This is perfectly suited to a standard household that switched to solar geyser heating and gas for
cooking. If you are a high energy user this machine will come up short on delivery figures and
can’t be paralleled with an extra unit.
5.1.5.

Closing remarks
We absolutely fell in love with this machine and can definitely recommend it to
anyone who has a normal house usage and wants to make the most of their solar
experience - come load shedding ;-)
It’s absolute value for money!
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Enjoy your solar experience

6.

PROJECT DEVELOPER DETAILS

Name of Project Developer

Synergy in Creation cc

Project Developer company registration number

2004/013715/23

Project Developer VAT registration No.

4600261756

Postal and street address (including postal
codes):

PO Box 562 Hartbeespoort 0216
28 Hertzog street
Schoemansville
Hartbeespoort
0216

Telephone

072 738 6808

Fax

086 580 4318

E-mail

sales@synergyincreation.com
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4kW Hybrid system Krugerdorp

Exhibition at the Sandton Convention Centre 2013

Looking forward to helping you in your Solar Transition

Regards
Ben Graham van der Sandt
Managing Member

Synergy in Creation CC
http://synergyincreation.com/
Mobile/Cell: T:+27(72)738-6808
Alternative Communication:
Skype: ben.vd.sandt
Mail: sales@synergyincreation.com
Installation video on YouTube:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lOhr8BbklFc
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